Plundering Pirates

Do any three activities to earn your Plundering Pirates badge.

Explore
☐ Learn about a famous pirate.
☐ Try to speak like a pirate with a friend.
☐ How many countries and oceans can you identify on a map? If you were a pirate, where would you set sail?

Write
☐ Write an ad for a newspaper to recruit a pirate for your next adventure.
☐ Write a short story or comic about your pirate adventures.
☐ Create a secret pirate code. Include a decoder so people can read your messages.

Create
☐ Using your secret pirate code, draw a map that leads to hidden treasure and sunken ships.
☐ Create a treasure chest using recyclable materials like boxes and bottle caps.
☐ Sketch a blueprint for a pirate ship.

Use the reverse side to do some of the activities.

Bring this back to the library to get your badge.
Create

Using your secret pirate code, draw a map that leads to hidden treasure and sunken ships.

To find fun Badge Squad events, go to calendar.buckslib.org